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Investment Review

The fund underperformed its benchmark over the quarter.

Activity

4Q21 marked yet another weak quarter for EM equities (-1.3%), underperforming MSCI DM by
+9.1%. Overall, MSCI EM declined 2.5% in 2021, underperforming DM (+21.8%) by 24.3%. Among
regions, EM LatAm was the worst performer (-2.7%) in the quarter, followed by EM EMEA (-2.4%)
with EM Asia down 1.2%.

MSCI EM Index performance in Q4 was driven by a number of different factors. EM started the
quarter in a resilient mode, driven by easing concerns on global growth and reopening; but around
mid-Nov, market sentiment deteriorated as investors jostled with forecasts of earlier than
anticipated Fed tightening, coupled with concerns of ramping inflation and slowing growth on
reopening worries on the new Omicron Covid-19 variant.

MSCI EM Asia lagged with China the biggest detractor. Indonesia led returns. The Indonesian
equity market (+6.4%, in USD terms) outperformed EM/AxJ in Q4. Delta variants and mobility
restrictions weighed on the growth outlook for Indonesia through third quarter. However, this
situation is turning as reopening is accelerating on the back of strong vaccination progress.
Valuations look attractive and 3Q earnings reported so far are rebounding as Indonesia catches up.
MSCI China fell by -6.1% ($ terms), underperforming EM. While Onshore Chinese equities reacted
positively to the Central Economic Work Conference (CEWC) held over 8-10 December and had a
decent quarter, little concrete evidence of monetary or regulatory easing held back the wider China
complex.

LatAm equities were down 2.7% in the quarter. MSCI Brazil continued to lag mainly driven by
political noise. It was a similar story in Chile where the confirmation of a left leaning candidate in
December’s Presidential election saw Chile end the quarter in the red. Mexico and Peru were the
gainers. Mexico gained on continued steady economic progress and credible economic
management. Peru on decreased political noise following the Q4 election.

MSCI EMEA fell 2.4% in Q4 with a wide spread of returns. In EMEA MSCI Turkey fell -11.2% (in
USD terms) in Q4, as the Lira weakened. The recent lira sell-off has been amongst the sharpest
and largest seen in recent times as the CBRT battles to retain credibility in its stance of cutting rates
vs rising inflation. MSCI Russia dropped -9.2% (in USD terms) in Q4. Russian equities finished the
quarter in the red as geopolitical risks jumped regarding Ukraine. Czech, Egypt and UAE provided
the bright spots with double digit returns in the quarter.

(all performance data from MSCI, total return in USD)

Portfolio Positioning

The BlackRock Emerging Markets Fund returned -3.2% in 4Q21, outperforming its benchmark, the
MSCI Emerging Markets ex Korea, ex Taiwan Index, which returned -3.8% (in GBP).

Stock selection in China was the top contributor to relative performance over the quarter. In
particular our holding in Chinese industrial instruments manufacturer Shenzhen Topband did well as
the stock re-rated on the back of excitement around its solar invertor. As did our holding in Chinese
industrial laser manufacturer Han’s Laser as the stock rallied on strong demand and positive
guidance. Off-benchmark position in Wolfspeed, developer of Silicon Carbide and GaN technologies
was up post good results. Mexican airport operator Grupo Aeroportuario del Pacifico was also
among the large contributors as the stock rallied on stronger passenger numbers.

Overweight positioning in Russia and stock selection in Brazil were the largest detractors in Q4. Of
note our overweight in Russian ecommerce company Ozon hurt returns as Russian stocks were
heavily sold given worries over troop movements to the border with Ukraine. In Brazil both our
positions in hospital operator Notre Dame Intermedica and retailer Assai detracted. The Brazilian
equity market suffered from fiscal concerns driven by currency devaluation and higher rates. This
was further felt by Assai which detracted due to debt concerns at the company.

Over the quarter we added back some travel exposure to the Fund as we gained confidence that
the Omicron variant of covid-19 was peaking in South Africa as well as news around vaccine
effectiveness and case severity. We reduced our exposure to India especially domestic exposure
such as in banks. This is in line with our macro view of deteriorating fundamentals in India with a
widening balance of payments deficit while interest rates need to go up considerably in our view.
We added to Korea through domestic exposure in financials. We believe the economy will undergo
a higher wage and consumption cycle, aided by political change in upcoming elections. We cut
exposure to Chinese momentum stocks such as industrial instruments manufacturer Topband and
Chinese lithium battery supplier Eve Energy. Within Chinese ecommerce stocks we continued to
add to JD while cutting exposure to Tencent. Our relative preference for JD stems from its
performance taking market share and sensitivity to a recovery in appliance and consumer
discretionary more broadly in 2022. For Tencent we think growth will be structurally lower in the
past which makes it hard to really see the stock rerate. At the margin we took out some materials
and consumer discretionary exposure and added to financials – particularly financials which we
believe can benefit from rising US rates and a stronger US dollar.

The Fund ended the period overweight Russia and Kazakhstan, while being underweight China,
South Africa and India. Within sectors we are overweight cyclical value, particularly financials,
energy and industrials. We are underweight consumer staples, communication services and
materials.

Rendement

% Kwartaal Jaar tot op 
heden

3-Jaars
Ann.

5-Jaars
Ann.

10-Jaars
Ann.

Fonds -1.84% 4.64% 13.86% 9.83% 10.72%

Benchmark 0.48% -1.47% 11.49% 9.06% 8.28%

Outlook

We view the main risk to EM equities to be a sharp adjustment in
US rates which hasn’t materialized quite yet although remains an
overhang as inflation takes hold at different rates in different areas.
It is concerns around China which has been weighing on the EM
markets in recent months. We still see incompatibility between the
vibrant economic recovery and extraordinarily high fiscal and
monetary supports from developed economies. One offshoot has
been a rise in inflation and inflation expectations across the globe,
accompanied by a debate on how transitory or longer lasting these
forces may be. A market shock caused by expectations of higher
rates would be a different scenario from the taper tantrum fears of
removal of U.S. Fed accommodation in 2013 because any rate
increase this time would be based on much stronger growth. Major
EM economies are much better positioned, evidenced by the lower
ratios of current accounts relative to gross domestic product
(GDP), abundance of liquidity & potential recovering activity out of
Covid.

That said, we see a pretty challenging hand off in markets
currently. In EM, central banks are hiking rates – in Latin American
and Emerging Europe. They are not hiking in Asian markets as
Asian food basket is not as under as much pressure as DM food
baskets. So EM is already ahead of DM in rates hiking, and
already underperformed DM.

Our outlook for China remains cautious but pragmatic given recent
sharp relative underperformance. The policy crackdown across
various sectors was far more severe than expected. This has not
happened in China before (only seen that in Russia). We see risk
of further crackdowns to come especially where misaligned with
the economic policy of the country although value is now appearing
(at least optically) causing us to move back to neutral. We are
increasingly careful about where we invest on the long side as to
not misalign ourselves with the social goals of the government.
While we need to be selective, we still find interesting investment
opportunities in China. One such area is the economic reopening
plays as well as industries which are helping China meet its 2030
and 2060 climate targets.

While we are still broadly structurally positive towards India we
have been reducing at the margin. The market has done very well
and looks expensive hence the move to a modest underweight.
Tailwinds are starting to fade at the margin. BOP position very
important (pretty closed capital account) – surplus last few years
from depressed imports and FDI and services is now starting to
turn slowly – imports coming back for gold, oil. Also some
ridiculously priced ipos coming down the pipes.

In Latin America, we see attractive stock valuations in Brazil and
believe the country will benefit from a cyclical rebound on a tactical
basis yet are loathe to go overweight yet. Medium term we note
rising inflation and rates as well as troubling debt dynamics and
political noise give us pause. We like Mexico based on the benign
outcome of the mid term election and improving economic trends,
including a rising share of exports to the U.S. In Peru, with the
presidential election uncertainty now behind us we believe the
stock market is attractive based on Peru’s improving trade position
amid rising commodity prices and a weak currency.
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